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This article discusses the fundamentals of blockchain and quantum computing, the quantum
threat to blockchain, and the corresponding legal implications surrounding both technologies.

D

isruptive technology, such as blockchain, has created a new and secure market for online transactions
and records but may become a victim to its own success. Blockchain in particular has become a common digital
technology used among businesses to establish cybersecurity
and data privacy, but with the maturation and technological
developments surrounding quantum computers, concern
regarding the protection and privacy of these databases has
grown. Quantum computers pose a realistic threat on the cybersecurity of blockchain and have driven federal agencies to
investigate the risks and general safety of such technology.
While the markets for both blockchain and quantum computing are gaining momentum, it is pertinent to understand
the risks and legal implications of developing technology. As
businesses make decisions about using disruptive technologies, it is important to understand the opportunities, risks,
and legal implications of such use. This article discusses
the fundamentals of blockchain and quantum computing,
the quantum threat to blockchain, and examines the corresponding legal implications surrounding both technologies.

What is blockchain?
Today, data is usually stored in tab-delimited files (excel, access, and other database structures). Each party in a transaction keeps its own copy (or copies) of such files, which can
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cause issues with version control and the accuracy of data.
Blockchain is very different.
Simply put, blockchain is a secure way to record and store
data on a decentralized network. In the simplest of terms,
blockchain is a time-stamped series of immutable transaction
records of data managed by a distributed network of computers that are not owned by any single entity [13]. Blockchain
stores data in “blocks” that are stored in a public database
“chain.” Each block contains the cryptographic hash of the
previous block, a timestamp, and the transaction data. The
blocks that form the chain result in an unbroken record of
data that is transparent to all on the blockchain.
This transparency is why it is sometimes called a distributed
ledger technology. From a blockchain perspective, a distributed ledger is where all transactions are recorded. Distributed
computers on the blockchain (known as “nodes”) collect data,
resulting in multiple records of identical data. Trust is created
because all nodes must check and consent to any additions or
changes on the blockchain. Once stored on the blockchain,
the data is immutable. Blockchains can form up to 1 MB of
data in a chronological chain of transactions, each block being cryptographically linked to the previous one [7][15].
In short, blocks have three core functions:
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1. Store information about transactions including date,
time, and dollar amount.
2. Store information on who participates in the transaction. A unique digital signature, like a username, is recorded in place of identifying information.
3. Store information that distinguishes that block from
other blocks. A unique cryptographic code created
by special algorithms, termed a “hash,” is used to tell
blocks apart, despite transactions looking nearly identical.
The process is simple:
1. Transaction occurs.
2. Transaction is verified.
3. Transaction is stored in a block.
4. The block is given a hash.
The blockchain enables distributed public ledgers that hold
immutable data in a secure and encrypted way to ensure
transactions are never altered. Blockchain is a record-keeping
technology commonly used in banking, investing, and cryptocurrency, but its potential uses are endless [7] [13].
Legal implications of blockchain use
As with the adoption of any disruptive technology, it is important to understand the applicability of current laws to
blockchain technology and the legal rights and remedies between each party on the blockchain.
While some industries have been quick to adopt and implement blockchain, it remains a relatively nascent technology
and regulations have not adapted at the same pace. This has
resulted in tensions, especially in traditionally heavily regulated industries such as the financial sector. Regulators have

struggled to apply laws crafted before the advent of blockchain and no uniform policy towards the technology has yet
to emerge. There are not even uniform definitions for things
such as “cryptocurrency” and “virtual currency” across jurisdictions. The disparate approaches taken to regulate blockchain have led to confusion and complex compliance issues.
Most of the regulatory oversight regarding blockchain in the
United States is implemented by the Department of Treasury,
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), Federal Trade
Commission (FTC), Internal Revenue Services (IRS), and Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) [2][16]. Although these agencies have provided some regulatory guidance, very little formal rule making has occurred to regulate
blockchain at the federal level.
Several states have adopted or proposed legislation that relates to blockchain technology, primarily focusing on virtual currencies and the application of state money-transmitter
laws and state securities laws to virtual currencies. Some
states have enacted laws to encourage the development of instate blockchain industries by creating regulatory “sandboxes” that allow innovation in a sheltered regulatory environment. New York, for example, created “BitLicense” in 2015,
a comprehensive licensing framework for virtual-currency
businesses intended to entice entrepreneurs to do business in
their state [1]. Wyoming has emerged as one of the most crypto-friendly jurisdictions by enacting a series of regulations
that, among other things, exempts virtual currencies from
state money transmission laws and property taxation [10].
Additional legal challenges include the recognition of blockchain records as electronic records, enforceability of smart
contracts, maintenance of corporate records on blockchain,
and distributed jurisdiction issues [9].
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There are also a number of data privacy concerns surrounding blockchain. One of the key aspects of blockchain technology is that once data is stored on the network, it is immutable
and cannot be easily altered or deleted [16]. This characteristic is difficult to reconcile with data protection laws such as

such as the European Union General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) or California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA).
The GDPR expressly gives data subjects the right to obtain
erasure of personal data from a data controller [4]. If personal
data is recorded on a blockchain, who is responsible for protecting the privacy of the information and complying with
these data privacy rules? Many legal questions remain as
companies continue to adopt blockchain technology.

What is Quantum Computing?
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Simply put, quantum computing is a system that uses the
properties of quantum physics to store data and perform computations. Traditional computers use binary units represented in bits, which can represent one of two possible states: 0 or
1. In contrast, quantum computers use quantum bits (qubits),
which can be in both 0 and 1 at the same time [5][8]. This allows quantum computers to perform certain tasks exponentially faster than traditional computers. The groundbreaking
technology entails many new possibilities and promising
applications, from accelerating the development of artificial
intelligence to developing new pharmaceutical drugs. However, the paradigmatic shift in computing is also beginning
to raise concerns surrounding blockchains and the functions
they serve. Quantum computing could displace established
technology and restructure the industry, potentially making
blockchains obsolete.
One of the primary draws of blockchain technology is the
fact that the data on the network is immutable and protected.
Quantum computing has the capability of breaking the encryption deployed in blockchains and cryptographic codes,
upending basic security assumptions [14].
The basic security backbone behind traditional blockchain
technology relies on public key cryptography, such as the Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) or the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) [12]. Public key cryptography relies on currently understood one-way mathematical
functions to create validation functions on a blockchain ledger. These one-way functions are easy for current computers
to check and extremely difficult to calculate in reverse. Such
functions are used to generate digital signatures and validate
transactions on a blockchain ledger. However, these one-way
mathematical functions are weak defenses against quantum
computers, which will be able to break a blockchain’s cryptographic algorithms quickly and the encryption would become obsolete. Both the US National Security Agency (NSA)
and National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
have pointed out the growing need to transition to quantum-resistant schemes due to potential security risks [3].
To achieve quantum resistance, blockchain systems will need
to utilize quantum technologies to enhance security. One
solution could be to replace conventional digital signatures
with quantum-resistant cryptography or migrate to quantum-resistant cryptography. Systems would need active consent and participation from all users to achieve total address
type migration.
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Quantum computers that can solve interesting problems will
likely emerge within the next few years. Quantum computers that can threaten modern cryptography algorithms could
arrive as soon as seven to ten years from now [11]. Despite
this very near-term threat, we are still years away from the
widespread deployment of reliable quantum resistant cryptography.
Legal Landscape Concerning Quantum Computing

3. Identify each federal rule, regulation, guideline, policy,
and other federal activity implemented by each federal
agency
The Secretary will conduct a survey of marketplace and supply chain to:
1. Assess severity of risks posed to such marketplace and
supply chain

The potential legal implications of blockchains and other encrypted networks becoming openly hackable are significant.
Data security laws require data controllers to maintain appropriate security measures to protect personal data from
unauthorized access or acquisition. Companies will need to
invest in quantum-resistant encryption for legal compliance
with existing laws.
Due to the potentially far-reaching impact and implications
of quantum computing, regulatory guidance and standards
are needed. The Bureau of Industry and Security and Department of Commerce are currently attempting to determine
whether the emerging technology of quantum computing
is essential to the national security of the United States. The
National Quantum Initiative Act (NQIA) was passed in 2018
and created a multi-agency program to support research and
training in quantum computing, and dedicated more than $1
billion to the research efforts. On May 19, 2020, the Advancing Quantum Computing Act (AQCA) was introduced in the
House, which would require the Secretary of Commerce to
conduct a study regarding quantum computing’s impact on
United States’ businesses conducting interstate commerce [6].
The Act signals an important step for Congress to help shape
the policy framework of quantum computing in the United
States. Overall, the AQCA would require the following [6]:
The Secretary will conduct a survey of quantum computing
through outreach to participating entities to:
1. Establish a list of the industry sectors that develop and
use quantum computing
2. Establish a list of public and private partnerships that
promote adoption of quantum computing
3. Provide a description of the ways such industry sectors,
develop, use, or promote the use of quantum computing
4. Provide a description of some of the advantages or disadvantages quantum computing may present for United States businesses
The Secretary will conduct a survey of federal activity related
to quantum computing to:
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1. Establish a comprehensive list of federal agencies asserting jurisdiction over entities and industry sectors
2. Develop a brief description of the jurisdiction and expertise of the federal agencies as it relates to quantum
computing
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2. Identify emerging risks and long-term trends in such
marketplace and supply chain
3. Develop a comprehensive plan to promote the growth
and adoption of quantum computing
4. Develop strategies to mitigate current and emerging
risks to marketplace and supply chain
5. Develop legislation to accomplish such recommendations

Conclusion
The development of emerging technologies will likely have
a domino effect in many other areas. The threat posed by
quantum computing to blockchain is serious, but quantum
computers will not kill blockchain. They will however trigger
fundamental changes in underlying cryptography. A shift to
quantum-resistant cryptography is necessary, as well as adjustments and adaptations to blockchain infrastructures and
applicable laws. Regulators and companies alike need to be
ready to adapt to the inevitable upcoming changes. It is important to understand the technology behind any security
system, closely monitor the latest emerging technologies and
issues, and be flexible and capable of change as needed.
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